
Pitney Bowes Helps Clients Unlock the Value of Their Communications at Print ’13

STAMFORD, Conn., August 28, 2013 - Pitney Bowes Inc. (NYSE:PBI) will showcase integrated solutions and services at
Print ’13 to help organizations, both large and small, identify ways to make the most of their print and mail operations and
produce client communications that can increase revenue opportunities and build stronger relationships. Print ’13 will take
place from September 8-12 at McCormick Place in Chicago, Illinois. Pitney Bowes will exhibit its latest solutions and
services at Booth #1947.

Communications solutions and postal experts will be on site to demonstrate technology that can help improve operational
performance, expand capabilities, and drive higher revenue and engagement. Printers and mailers can schedule a
complimentary consulting session by visiting http://www.pb.com/print13/.

“Many of our clients are looking for ways to increase efficiency and flexibility while managing costs in their printing and
mailing operations. At the same time, they are trying to drive greater value from their communications,” said Christoph
Stehmann, president, Document Messaging Technologies, Pitney Bowes. “Others are looking to gain a competitive
advantage by adding capabilities such as digital color print or mailing to capture more of the market. Either way, Print ’13
is the perfect venue for printers and mailers to come together to find innovative solutions that can help them achieve their
goals and meet their needs as they evolve over time.”

At the Pitney Bowes booth, large, enterprise organizations will see the latest White Paper Factory™ solutions and
services that can help eliminate pre-printed forms and envelopes, streamline print and mail processes, and lower
operational and postage costs. These solutions include the Mailstream Productivity Series Inserting System integrated
with the new Print+ Response™ Inkjet Module, and Print+ Messenger™ System to personalize envelopes and business
reply envelopes with color messaging during high-speed inserting.

The IntelliJet® Printing Systems will also be featured which efficiently produce high-quality, full-color, personalized
transactional communications that are not only more effective, but cost less to produce to engage clients. In addition,
Pitney Bowes will highlight Production Intelligence® software solutions that offer tracking, integrated workflow
automation, Full-Service IMb® manifesting and scan-to-pay capabilities, which are all important elements of an integrated
White Paper Factory solution.

ServiceWorks™ Solutions can help printers and mailers achieve peak operational performance and provide flexibility to
meet their unique business needs.

The Connect+ ® 3000 Mailing System for small and medium mailers can transform any envelope into a revenue
generating vehicle by printing return addresses, logos and custom messages on the outside of the envelope. Other
Pitney Bowes solutions for small and medium printers and mailers include the DP50 Series Color Digital Printer and the
RISO ComColor X1 Series.

Follow us on Twitter @pbnews

About Pitney Bowes:

Pitney Bowes provides technology solutions for small, mid-size and large firms that help them connect with customers to
build loyalty and grow revenue. Many of the company’s solutions are delivered on open platforms to best organize,
analyze and apply both public and proprietary data to two-way customer communications. Pitney Bowes includes direct
mail, transactional mail and call center communications in its solution mix along with digital channel messaging for the
Web, email and mobile applications. Pitney Bowes: Every connection is a new opportunity™. www.pb.com.

IMb is a trademark owned by the United States Postal Service.
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